
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 









  

 








































 
  




 
By the time you are reading this booklet, it will be 
less than 2 weeks until we depart on the night of 
Tuesday 26th July 2022.  So please read on and 
take in all the information.  
 
Pre Camp Meeting: We will be meeting on the 
evening of Sunday 17th July at 2nd Collier Row (& 
Unit X) HQ from 6pm to 8pm. Please make every 
effort to attend (I know a few people may be on 
holiday). The night will involve some team building 
games, uniform check, menu discussion and a few 
other bits. We will also be giving out some final 
info you will need before we go. 
 
If you are unable to attend, please email us to let 
us know. Anything given out will need to be 
collected as soon as possible.  
 
Kandersteg Badges:  
Each participant will be issued with 5 or 6 badges, 
one of which must be sewn on your uniform. (The 
badge must be sewn onto your right arm below the 

Romford / GLNE County 
badge). The remaining 
4/5 are for you to do as 
you please with, but we 
hope you will swap them 
with Scouts from other 
countries you meet at 
Kandersteg. 
 

 
Uniform: Please make sure your uniform is clean, 
ironed and complete of all badges. If you think 
anything is missing, speak to your Unit leader asap. 
Your uniform includes your shirt, trousers and belt.   
 
You do not need your Unit scarf as we will be 
issuing you with a UK one which has been 
personalised with our Expedition details on it. 
However, if you wish to bring it to swap that is up 
to you, it should not be worn though, and you will 
need to replace it when you get home.  

 
UK Scarf: All 78 of us will 
wear one scarf, which is the 
standard UK International 
scarf, we have also had 
them  embroidered with 
the event and year on 
them.  

 
 
We have members from all five of our units. It is 
important to remember that we are going as a 
District, not individual Units or Groups and that 
means all of us. 
 

Union Jack Badge: You 
will also be issued with a 
UK badge to sew on your 
uniform. All members 
who attend an 
International camp are 

entitled to wear the Union flag on their uniform.  
 
These will be given out at the final meeting on 
Sunday 17th July as part of your uniform check and 
we will also give you any other missing badges. It is 
important that all of our uniforms look smart with 
badges in the correct position and “blanket 
badges” removed. The union Jack badges are to be 
sewn above the right breast pocket as indicated in 
the diagram below.  
 
You will not only be representing your District, but 
that of the UK Scout Association at Kandersteg, 
approx 1,000 people will be on site and it is 
important that we look smart and proud of being in 
a Scout uniform.   




We will meet at Bower Park School, Havering Road 
North for our departure. The meeting time is 
5.00pm, prompt. The Coach will depart at 6.00pm. 
We have had to bring departure forward one hour 
to allow time to enter Dover and clear Customs. 
 

Please arrive in your full uniform.  
At this moment in time, the coach departure point 
will either be outside the school from the road or 
in the rear car park, we will not know this until the 
drivers inform us the night before when they drive 
down to London. We will update the Facebook 
page on the day of departure. 
 
On arrival at the school, you will need to find the 
check in area. This is not some fancy desk but will 
be two or three leaders on 
a bench with a few tables.  
 
1st Desk:  
You will need to hand in 
your passport and EHIC 
card to the leaders, you will also 
be allocated with a number. Keep this number, 
you will need to know what it is during the trip, 
please move along the line. 
 
2nd Desk:  
This is the medical area, you should hand in any 
medication that you have that we are to keep. You 
must also update us if your medical info form has 
changed. You only need to come to this desk if you 
have anything to hand in, if not go to desk 3. 
 
3rd Desk:  
This is the bag drop area. Some bags will be going 
on the coach and some will go in the van. Please 
leave your kit bag where directed and we will take 
to the appropriate vehicle. You will be given a 
name tag to affix to your kit bag with your number, 
this helps us locate a bag owner as we will likely be 
checked at Customs.  
 
Please make sure your day sack stays with you, as 
well as your pillow if you insist on bringing one, as 
this needs to go on the coach with you... 
 
4th Desk: 
For some, possibly the most important, this is 
where you drop off any cakes or communal 
goodies you have sent away with us.  

 
You should all be in your FULL UNIFORM for 
departure, with your UK scarf that you will be 
issued with. There is no exception to this rule. If 
you wish to wear shorts, they must be smart dark 
blue / uniform style shorts.  
 
Please do not park in the road outside the school 
gate entrance, the coach may need to stop here. It 
may also need to turn around in the road opposite. 
 
Please do not attempt to board the coach until you 
are told to. We need to make sure all of the 
equipment and kit is loaded onto the coach and 
the van secured.  
 
The coach is being supplied by Abbotts of Leeming, 
who are based in North Yorkshire. We know they 
are located some distance from us, but they offer 
us the best deal on price and quality. They are 
experienced in European and Swiss Travel, with a 
number of their coaches in Europe during the 
summer season.  
 
We also used this company in 2014 & 2018 and 
they were excellent, the drivers in particular were 
fantastic and we hope for two drivers this time 
who will equally be involved like our previous trip.  
 
Once we depart the school, we will travel down to 
Dover for our ferry crossing. We will be travelling 
with P & O Ferries. Our ferry departs at 22.10 and 
arrives in France local time of 00.40.  
 
Once we leave Calais, you will now be able to take 
your uniform off. However, it needs to be folded 
neatly or put on a coat hanger to keep it neat. 
 
We will then head through France and onto 
Switzerland and hope to arrive on site at around 
2pm local time.  
 



The Ferry will be a night service, so will have 
limited services on board, such as food, etc. 
Therefore, you may only be able to buy a snack or 
tea / coffee. Please make sure you have taken any 
travel sickness medication if you need to before we 
depart.  
 

The coach will have toilets on board, but you will 
be asked to not use continuously, they are only 
chemical toilets and once full they cannot be 
emptied on route. They should only be used if 
really necessary !! 
 
We will be stopping on route as the drivers will 
need to change over. Our coach is operated by two 
drivers as per European driving distance laws, so 
we will have an opportunity to use toilets at some 
service stations. The coaches will also have DVD 
screens, so we will be able to watch suitable 
movies on route. (You can bring a DVD if you wish). 
 

Please make sure you have some Euros in your bag 
in case you wish to purchase anything at a service 
area (almost all our stops will be in France and not 
Switzerland). You will not need loads of euros just 
some loose change to buy a drink / ice cream. 
 

You also need to make sure you have a packed 
supper / breakfast / lunch in a plastic Tupperware 
type box with your name clearly marked in a 
permanent pen. The plastic box is important as it 
will then be used by each participant for their 
lunches whilst away.  
 
Important; as crazy as this sounds, you are not 
able to bring any meat or diary as part of your 
food. As the UK is no longer in the EU, we are not 
allowed to import these products. You are not able 
to bring a cheese or ham sandwich for example. It 
may seem over the top, but that’s what the rules 
say. It is I’m sure designed for stopping people 
importing large amounts of meat or dairy and not 
to catch out a coach load of Scouts.   
 

You need to make sure you eat dinner before 
meeting at Bower Park, maybe about 3pm latest, 
so as not to be on a full stomach for the coach 
journey. You will need to feed yourself from 
departure until dinner in Switzerland, we will stop 
at service areas on our journey to KISC.  
 
You can bring snacks for the journey, but no 
sweets with wrappers, fizzy drinks, energy drinks 
(like red bull) or cans (only bottles) will be allowed 
on the coach. 
 
Please make sure you are at Bower Park by 5pm, 
and do not forget your passport. We will not be 
waiting as we have a ferry to catch.  
 


It is hoped that we will arrive at the Kandersteg 
International Scout Camp (KISC) around 2pm / 3pm 
local time. With any luck the van would have 
managed to get a few hours ahead of us and will 
have arrived in good time to unload some of our 
gear, our first meal will be dinner that night.  
 

The address of the site is: 
 

Kandersteg International Scout Centre, CH-3718 
Sunneblick Building (Romford Scouts), Kandersteg, 
Switzerland. 
 

You can send post to us at this address, but it may 
take up to 7 days to get here, so only letters, 
postcards or small parcels, with the correct 
postage amount. 
 

Tel:  00 41 33 675 82 82 
 

Once we arrive, we will need to set up the tents for 
those outside and then put our gear into them and 
our rooms. Each tent or room will have a laminated 
sheet with the participant’s names on. Please 
make sure you stay in your own rooms or tents 
and not move to another if it takes your fancy.  



Girl’s rooms (or tents) are just for girls and boy’s 
room (tents) are also just for boys; please make 
sure you observe this simple rule. 
 
Once that is done, you will have a few hours to 
take in the fresh mountain air and explore around 
the campsite before dinner. Over 1,000 people 
from around the world will also be at KISC.  
 
Before we eat dinner, we will hold a camp briefing 
and explain how things will work and show people 
areas they may need to know around the site. We 
have 78 people to look out for, plus 2 drivers who 
will spend considerable time with us and we wish 
everyone to have a happy and exciting time, both 
adult and youth members.  
 

We will run through our rules and safeguards for 
the expedition as part of this briefing. 
 


 

Participants will be 
allowed to bring mobile 
phones with them on the 
trip. However, if you do 
bring one with you, we 
have a set of rules and 
guidelines for you to 

follow. Phones can only be used during Free Time 
periods or as directed by Leaders.  
 
They cannot be brought with you on some 
activities and should stay in the building. If you 
want to take pictures, use a camera. We will be 
taking pictures. 
 
You are responsible for the safe keeping of your 
phone; we will not be held accountable if it is lost 
or stolen. Our advice is not to bring it.  
 
The first point of contact if you need to contact 
home, is the welfare team or a Leader. NOT direct 
to parents using a mobile phone. Parents, please 
support us with this, it is important that the 
leadership team is the first point of contact.  
 
You should be aware of the cost of using mobile 
data / internet and making calls whilst abroad and 
leaving your data roaming turned on by mistake. 
The UK is no longer in the EU and you may no 
longer have free data and texts. There is NO WIFI 
in our building, but a little on the campsite.  

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



Kandersteg:  
 
The small, traditional Swiss village of Kandersteg 
(inhabitants approximately 1,200) is situated at 
1,200 metres above sea level, 65km South of 
Bern, in the canton of Bern, near the 
Lötschenpass and the Gemmipass.  
 

 
 
The village is known for sightseeing and exploring 
the Swiss Alps. Kandersteg can be reached by 
road and rail: it is situated on the main railway 
line from the North to Italy, and the station is 
served by fast trains. 
 
The site was opened in 1923, and next year it 
celebrates its 100th Anniversary. The main chalet 
building in the picture on the previous page, was 
built in 1908 to house the workers building the 
Lötschberg Tunnel (the opening of which can be 
seen on the campsite) which goes 15 miles 
through the Mountains towards Northern Italy.  
 
Baden Powell had wanted a permanent mini 
jamboree that Scouts from all around the World 
could come too, following the success of the first 
World Scout Jamboree in London in 1920. In three 
years, the site had been found and was purchased 
for 15,000 Swiss Francs, or £10,000 following an 
appeal of donations. Today that cost would be 
well over a £2 Million.  
 
During the sites 99 years, an awful lot has 
changed. Whilst at the camp, take time to find 
out about its deep history, the site is full of 
mementoes (including thousands of scarves 
hanging on walls) from Scouts around the world.  
 
During our stay there will be over 1,000 Scouts 
and Guides from over 20 Countries on site. 

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/L%C3%B6tschenpass
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Gemmipass



 
All participants will be in 10 different activity 
groups, they will be mixed boy / girl and also by 
age and Unit. Each group will have a duty leader 
with them each day on a revolving basis.   

 
The two main groups will be named by colour (Blue 
& Black) and each member will have the correct 
colour Paracord survival bracelet, which they will 
need to wear during the trip.  
 
This is so leaders can easily identify people from 
their group and to help direct them to where they 
should be. We have 78 people on Camp and we 
need to make movements as easily as possible 
whilst we are away. We do not have time to line 78 
people up tallest to shortest and count them every 
time we go out. 
 
The groups will then be split into two, with five 
groups on each half of the programme. So, five will 
be in Blue and five in Black.  The programme will 
be exactly the same for each half of the group. 
However, they will be doing some activities on 
different days. So, whilst one half could be rafting 
the other half could all be Mountain walking. 
 
The programme will be printed out and copies will 
be in various locations around the building as well 
as on the master notice board in the dining area, 
along with other notices that you will need to read.  
 
The info will also inform you what equipment you 
will need for each day, such as hike days, or wet 
days, like rafting or swimming where you will need 
a towel and swimming gear for example.  
 
However, not all days will be split; we will be 
spending some days together as a whole group, as 
well as evening activities.  


 
The programme will be very busy, you will find that 
you have 1 or 2 harder / busier days followed by 
what we call a rest day, where the activities will be 
a bit easier on your bodies. 
 
However, to get the most out of our programme 
and the Expedition whilst in Switzerland, we 
cannot afford to be sitting around and we will be 
nonstop for 9 nights / 10 days in Kandersteg. 
 
The programme to that end will be rather hectic at 
some times, but we have built in rest periods which 
you need to make sure you are using. When we tell 
you in the evening it is time to sleep, we mean it. 
There is no point staying awake until the early 
hours each night, you will just be too tired and will 
be a danger to your group if you cannot operate 
properly through lack of sleep (or food, if not 
eating). 
 
I have listed an outline programme below for one 
half of the participants.  
 

Day 1:   Depart UK late evening 
 

Day 2:   Travel to KISC, arrive and settle in 
 

Day 3:  Hike to Lake Oescheninsee, swim in Alpine 
  lake and Toboggan run on Mountain 
 

Day 4: White Water Rafting & High Ropes 
 

Day 5:   Schwaranbach Hike & KISC International 
  Campfire 
Day 6: Siss National Day – Celebrate with 1,000 

Scouts from all around the world 
 

Day 7: Canyoning and day out 
 

Day 8: On site & Gfellalp Hike Overnight 
 

Day 9: Return from Gfellalp, visit Village & Swim 



 
Day 10:  Brigabad Spa & Slide Pool visit (by Train) 
 

Day 11:  On site and Depart for UK, travel overnight 
 

Day 12:  Arrive back in Romford approx 9am 

 


 

Food is very important at any 
camp. However, whilst we 
are in Switzerland, you will 

be burning more energy than 
normal, particularly on hike days.  

Your calorie intake could be up to 
3,000 in one day. It is therefore a requirement that 
you eat breakfast each day, and not just half an 
apple ! You need the energy for that day’s activity. 
 
Breakfast: This will largely be the same each day 
and will be Continental style. It will vary slightly 
depending on where we have been shopping but 
will contain bread or toast, croissants, etc and then 
jam or chocolate spread. We may also have cold 
cheese or meats. There will also be fruit, a 
selection of cereals and yoghurts.  
 
Lunch: Most days this will be packed lunch type as 
will be off site for more days than on site. You will 
need to make your own lunch each day, this will 
happen just after breakfast.  
 

You will need to go to the 
lunch station and make 
your own sandwich and 
lunch. You will need to 
place it inside your own 
lunch box (which you will 
need to bring with you).  
 

As bread is very expensive in Switzerland, you may 
also find a cold pasta dish for lunch as well on 
some days, such as pesto chicken or tuna pasta 
which is why you need a plastic container. A spork 
is also required to eat your lunch.  
 
There will be fruit, but no crisps though, so you will 
have to live without them for ten days I’m afraid ! 
Unless you purchase your own from the village 
store. 
 
Dinner: Each night a main meal will be cooked. The 
meals have been selected for a balance of types of 
food and nutritional content and for our ease of 
cooking for 80 people. We can never get everyone 
to eat all the same food, so people need to 
broaden their horizons.  
 
Unless you have a medical condition or allergy to 
certain foods, you may have to go out of your 
comfort zone and try something new !!  
 
We cannot afford wastage with food being so 
expensive in Switzerland. Examples of the main 
meals include, curry and rice, jacket potato, 
lasagne, shepherd’s pie, Chicken and Bacon pasta, 
Beef Stew and we will be taking part in the 
International BBQ. You will notice there is a large 
amount of Carbs contained in the menu as well, 
which will help with energy levels.  
 
The next day’s main meal menu will be posted on a 
white board in the eating area. If you have any 
issues with it, you need to make sure you have 
informed that day’s cook, their name will be on the 
board. We may be able to offer an alternative 
option instead of the main meal, but this will 
involve more simple foods like a jacket potato. 
Vegetarian and Gluten free people will be spoken 
to be before hand in relation to their menu choices 
so we can cater for them properly.  



Cakes: Could we ask that you all bring along some 
cakes for the expedition. These can either be 
homemade or shop brought. They need to be 
handed in as we depart. If they are homemade, 
could you wrap in tin foil or packaging rather than 
a big tin or containers as space will be tight...They 
will need to be handed in at the departure desk 
(number 4) as we check in to depart on the 
Tuesday evening.  
 

Water and Drink: each day at meals, there will be 
hot drinks like Tea and Coffee, you can also make 
your own tea and coffee at any time you are on 
site. We will also have a choice or orange, lemon or 
blackcurrant squash. Water is on tap 24 hours a 
day, straight from the Mountain spring. 
 

You will however need to make sure you have your 
water bottle filled each day as you go off site for 
activities. It is a requirement on each off-site 
activity day that you have your water bottle with 
you. No water, no activity. You need to make sure 
you are drinking each day, as you will become ill if 
you do not drink enough.  
 

Alcohol: The rules on alcohol are different to the 
UK, beer and wine can be purchased at 16 in 
Switzerland, the same with tobacco products. 
However, the UK rules apply to all of our 
participants under 18. There are no exceptions to 
this rule.... 
 

Tuck Shop: As we have said many times, the cost of 
food and products in Switzerland can be almost 
50% more of that of the UK. Some of the things 
you might eat at home like crisps, will not feature 
on our menu. To that end, if you wish to buy crisps, 
chocolate and fizzy drinks, this will be down to you 
to visit the onsite tuck shop (which is very limited 
in the sweet department) or the village shop, 
which will actually be a bit cheaper and have more 
choice of items available.  
 

The menu we have will provide everyone with 
enough food and energy to last them for 12 days, if 
you feel you need to supplement your diet, with 
sweets and other items that is up to you. We feel 
our menu is balanced and will provide the energy 
you need to take part in the expedition, fully... 

 
Please do not bring any Peanut products to 

camp, due to allergies. 
 
 


 

 
12 days is a long time to be away from home and 
we hope that nobody will get home sick or feel 
upset. As covered on the mobile phone section 

above, the first 
port of call for 
any issues at 
camp is a leader.  
We will have a 
number of 

leaders who will be the wellbeing team leaders, 
as well as a first aid lead. If you have an issue, feel 
unwell or wish to talk in confidence speak to one 
of the team first. We will run through this at the 
briefing when at KISC.  
 
All medication needs to be handed in. All medical 
issues should have been contained on the forms 
and all medication being taken should have been 
listed on the form (no exceptions to this please, 
everything on the form is kept confidential). 
Depending on the need, some medication can be 
kept such as hay fever pills, but we will agree this 
with participants individually depending on the 
need.  
 
Although it has been a little chilly in Kandersteg the 
last few weeks, the summer sun has now arrived 
and the last of snow on the higher points has 
melted, that does pose a few issues for us though. 
Heat stroke is a major issue in the Mountains and 
to that end, participants will need to bring a hat to 
wear, in particular on mountain days. As you go 
higher and the air gets thinner you will feel the sun 
more, even if a lower temperature and you will 
then burn up. The sun also gets brighter, so you 
may need sunglasses, in 
particular if your eyes are 
sensitive to the sun 
 
A Hat and Sun Cream are 
therefore required as part 
of your kit. The weather can be mixed, it can be 
sunny and hot one minute and the next a storm 
cloud blows in and it’s raining, or the mist drops so 
waterproofs are essential.  
 
We have a Doctor and Dentist in the nearby village 
and a Hospital a little further away. We are hoping 
not to visit any of these establishments.  



 
 
Each participant is covered by medical and travel 
insurance for the duration of the trip. This has 
been purchased through Unity Scout Insurance 
services, which is a company owned by the UK 
Scout Association.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
We will circulate by separate email more 
information about the insurance in place. 
 


A number of parents / Scouts have asked about 
pocket money. It’s a difficult one to put a figure on 
it, our youngest members are 14 and go to school 
and we have a number who are almost 18 and 
work part time. 
 
A suggested amount would be approx £75 to £100, 
with the exchange rate presently at 1.135 Swiss 
francs to the pound, £88 gets you 100 francs from 
Tesco at the moment. 
 
There are various places to get foreign money, but 
please shop around. Some of the online ones are 
good, but only have free postage or a better rate 
for exchanging more than £500. Please Google the 
best price from a comparison website. Participants 
can keep their own money, or they can hand it into 
us in a sealed wallet and we will look after it.  
We will not be running a bank though, we will just 
keep the wallet. Scouts will therefore need to think 
about do they need money on a particular day, 
even mountains have hidden bistros and bars. 
 
Pounds and Euros: You may also need some 
pounds to spend; this would only be at Dover and 
on the ferry both ways, although ferries normally 
take all currencies.  
 
You may also wish to bring some Euros to spend in 

the motorway 
service areas on the 
journey through 
France. We will not 
be stopping for 
long though. 

 
The same with the return journey, you may wish to 
buy something in France on the way home. We will 
be purchasing your dinner in France on the return 
journey as cheaper than Switzerland, so you do not 
need to bring money for this. You may also wish to 
spend some of your own money though if you have 
a particular craving for McDonalds. 
 
I know 12 days going without for some could be a 
bit much ! 
 

 

 
We have 19 members of the Expedition group 
travelling by air. These are the 14 eldest Explorers 
and 5 Leaders.  
 
With a 04.00am wake up alarm, they will depart 
the next morning (Wednesday) at approx 08.10am 
from Gatwick and fly to Geneva. They will then 
catch the train to Kandersteg. They should arrive 
about the same time as us in Kandersteg, then just 
the bus trip from the station to KISC or take the 15 
min walk from the village. 
 
Some separate travel information has already been 
issued to those who are traveling by air and we will 
be issuing further joining / timing information 
shortly once all the pickup times, locations and 
drivers have been confirmed for the minibus. 




 

All kit is to be packed in a holdall, which cannot 
be opened during the journey as it will be under 
the coach (for those not flying). Suggested holdall 
size is 80 to 100 litre max and you need to stick to 
around 20kg max total weight. You could also use 
a large hiking rucksack, but most in the past have 
used the holdall option. A small suitcase is an 
option as well, but again it must be to the same 
size and weight of the holdall.  
 
You also need a day sack (suggested 25 to 30 litres 
in size) this will go on the coach with you, or part 
of your hand luggage if flying. This will be used 
most days for carrying your lunch, water, 
waterproof, sun cream, camera, etc.  
 
Complete full uniform – Shirt, UK Scarf, Blue 
uniform trousers or uniform shorts. 
Sleepwear – PJ, etc 
Waterproof Coat & Trousers 
Hiking boots  
Thick Socks (for hiking)  
Approach shoes or trainers 
Water Bottle – at least 1 litre 
Base Layer t-shirts (Wicking type) 
Flip Flops (optional)  
Warm sweater / hoody or Fleece type coat 
T-shirts   
Shorts - of appropriate length and style  
Long Trousers (activity type, maybe zip off) 
Underwear & Socks 
Towel & appropriate Swimwear 
Water shoes (or trainers that can get wet) 
Small personal First aid kit 
Torch (or head torch) & Batteries   
Woolly Hat    
Wash kit & Personal items 
Sun Cream, Sun Glasses, Lip seal / Lip cream 
Personal hand sanitiser (we can refill)  
A couple of reusable face masks  
Wallet for money 
Walking poles – totally optional  
Plastic Tupperware pot for lunch and a spork  
Optional travel games / pack or cards, etc 
 
Sleeping bags are only required by those sleeping 
outside in tents, along with a roll mat. If you are 
inside, a pillow, sheet and duvet is supplied.  
 

We have now completed the room and tent 
allocation, and by the time you receive this 
document, you will know if you are inside or 
outside in tents.  
 
If you are inside – You will not need a sleeping bag, 
bedding will be supplied. 
 
If you are outside – You will need a sleeping bag 
and roll mat. This will not count in your weight 
allocation. If you are 
outside, you are also able 
to bring 23kg in your bag 
as you may require an 
extra jumper. 
 
NO JEANS are allowed on 
camp, not even for the evenings. Shorts should 
also not be too short !! and should be of an 
appropriate length.  
 
Your Swimwear should also be appropriate as well, 
as swimming and visiting the thermal pools which 
has slides. 
 
Small Rucksack, the following items should be 
packed in this bag for the journey on the coach. 
 
Passport & EHIC to be handed in at check in on 
departure. 
 
Money (English, Euro’s and Swiss 
Francs) 
Travel Games, books, etc. 
Plastic Lunch Box with packed 
Lunch and Drink in bottles, no cans 
(The box needs to be kept and 
used whilst at camp) 
Small travel pillow. 
Camera and batteries    

 
Kit bag between 80 to 100 litres would be 
ideal. We feel this would be better than a 
suitcase. Please try to get all your kit in one 
bag and not have extra bits in bin bags.  

 
 
 








 

 
Whilst we are away, contact should be made via 
the home contact and not direct with participants. 
This will apply both ways. 
 
Liz Godden  
 
Home Phone: 01708 764 886 
Mobile: 07860 243 994 
 
Listed below are the details for Andy Mann and 
Steve Wiltshire, as they are both the Expedition 
Leaders, their contact details are below.  
 
If you should have any other emergency and 
cannot make contact with Liz then you can try 
either Andy or Steve direct, but Liz should be the 
first point of contact.  
 
Andy Mann 
Phone: +44 7960 250 839 
 
Steve Wiltshire  
Phone: +44 7814 557 095 
 

 
 
We will try and send updates via the K22 Facebook 
page. We have identified that almost all parents 
are now on Facebook.  We will send periodic 
updates during our stay, but we are not writing a 
blog and you will have to wait until we return to 
see and hear about what we have been doing. 
 
If you have not joined the group page by our 
departure, we will send one email to say we have 
arrived at Kandersteg and then another email as 
we depart Switzerland and then again as we depart 
Dover on our return, with an ETA back to Bower 
Park for collection.   
 
I know 12 days away from home seems a long time 
with little or no contact, but the participants and 
leaders will be busy. 
 

We will only post some pictures and info when 
leaders get the chance, this will be on a day that 
they may be on a coach for a while and may get an 
hour to do so. We will use the Facebook page first 
and may also have some other stuff on Instagram 
and Twitter, so give us a follow and look out for it. 
 
It is normal practice on an International expedition 
like this, if a child needs hospital treatment, 
parents will only be notified after the incident has 
been dealt with by the leaders in Switzerland.  
 
Parents will only be called at the time, if the 
incident is more serious. Our priority is to make 
sure your chid is treated first as there is little you 
can do to help us with the situation. The camp 
leaders will then contact you to inform you what 
has happened and to give you an update. We are 
of course hoping that we do not have any visits to 
Hospital.  
 

 

 
We plan to depart from Kandersteg at approx 
15.00 on Friday 5th August. We will again take a 
route back via France. We will purchase dinner for 
all participants at a McDonalds on our way home.  
 
However, this will not be until we are in France, 
due to the cost of purchasing food in Switzerland 
being more than double that of France. We will 
then head off back to Calais through the night and 
arrive for our ferry crossing early morning. 
 
We will have some light packed breakfast to eat 
before boarding the boat back to Dover. Our Ferry 
is at 07.45 and should arrive at Dover at approx 
08.15 UK time. We should then be back at 
Romford for approx 10am for dismissal. 
 
Again, please do not park directly outside the 
school so that the coach can turn round and park 
with the exit door onto the pavement.  
 

 
 
The Expedition camp leaders are jointly Andy 
Mann and Steve Wiltshire. Both Andy & Steve 
have organised international trips for Romford 
Explorers on numerous occasions. The full list of 
leaders is listed on the next page. We have 15 adult 
leaders in the party.  



The team is made up of Explorer Leaders as well as 
a few other section leaders. The mix of leaders 
from different Scouting backgrounds have different 
skills sets that we need on camp, including those 
with Mountain Leader Experience and permits as 
well as some of the team being part of the cooking 
duty. It is also good that 13 of these leaders have 
been to KISC before, so know how the Expedition 
works.  
 
Andy Mann    Steve Wiltshire 
Maria Green    Adam Vale 
James Bennett   Dick Catchpole 
Louise Taylor    Nicky Coull 
Jake Wiltshire    Scott Riches 
Jack Tape    Reece Wiltshire 
Zoe Meades   Collette Meades 
Jason Farraud 
 


 
Whilst we are at camp, 
some of the activities will 
be based around gaining 
Kandersteg’s very own 
badge. The KISC Challenge:  
 
The Award has three 
distinct themes - High 
Adventure, Eco Adventure, 

and International Friendship. This mix lets Scouts 
get a taste of each of the key themes at the home 
of World Scouting! 
 
Part of the badge is staying in a mountain hut 
overnight. We will be hiking one afternoon up to 
Gefellap and taking the winding path up to the 
mountain hut to stay the night.  
 
The views from the hut of the valley and Glacier 
and the snow lined Mountains in the distance are 
amazing and well worth the hard climb for the last 
hour of the ascent....  

Once at the hut, there will be plenty of time to chill 
out and rest, before dinner and then to watch the 
sunset over the valley. As darkness falls, it will be 
time for some star gazing, let’s hope the clouds 
stay away as the sky will look very different to 
home, with no light pollution.  
 


 
One of the more popular purchases from the 
Village is a real Swiss Army Knife. They are not a 
bad price (with about 100 styles to choose from) 
and the shop also engraves 
it free of charge with your 
name and our Expedition 
name (Kandersteg 22) on 
the blade, which is helpful 
if 78 people all buy one.  
 
This is actually a great 
souvenir for each Scout to bring back from their 
time in Switzerland. The knives will be collected in 
and will be given out back in the UK.  
 


 
This part may have been left until last. However, it 
is one of the most important sections. Whilst we 
are away, from the time we meet at Bower Park to 
the time we return 12 days later, we expect 
excellent behaviour at all times from our 
Explorers. All 78 participants, youth and leader are 
representing UK Scouting at the worldwide home 
of Scouting and what BP called a permanent mini 
Jamboree. Please take note of the Code of 
Conduct on the back page, it is important that 
young people understand it.  


 

 
As you read this, there is less than 2 weeks until 
departure. I appreciate this book is 14 pages long 
and almost 7000 words, but I’m sure we have still 
missed something out.  
 
So just ask. It will be best to email us on 
K22@romfordscouts.org.uk or use the Facebook page 
if not a personal or private matter  
 

Andy Mann & Steve Wiltshire 
Expedition Leaders 

mailto:K22@romfordscouts.org.uk



 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 

 
 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

This Code of Conduct is for all Youth members attending our International Expedition. Romford District 
Members are expected to behave in a responsible and cooperative manner during all Scouting activities.  
 

To avoid misunderstanding, it is vital that parents, leaders and youth members are aware of the behaviour 
we expect on this trip. Parents should read through this code of conduct with their children so that they 
fully understand what is expected of them. 
 

Participants must listen and follow the instructions of all adults responsible for them. Punctuality and 
politeness are expected at all times. We will not accept Explorer Scouts being rude and disrespectful. Youth 
members must pay attention to all instructions given to them and to meeting times and places.  
 

Attention must be given to emergency and safety notices and briefings in all places. Youth members must 
observe all the rules, advice and regulations shared with them. Youth members must never put themselves 
or others deliberately at risk in particular with childish or silly behaviour. 
 

Where any problems arise or you wish to discuss anything, Youth Members should speak to one of the 
Leaders in your Group immediately or the welfare team or the Expedition Leaders on their return to base.  
 

On coaches and minibus transport, Youth Members must remain in their seats and must be wearing a seat 
belt at all times. Listen for any instructions from the driver. No chewing gum or fizzy drinks are allowed on 
coaches and all rubbish must be placed in the bin bags provided.  
 

No alcohol must be consumed or purchased by Youth members. This includes alcoholic gifts. Switzerland 
has different alcohol rules to the UK. We will always follow the UK alcohol rules. 
 

No tobacco products (including Vaping) may be purchased or consumed by Youth Members. This includes 
tobacco gifts. The use of any Drugs will not be tolerated. Serious sanctions will be made on return to UK if 
any breaches happen around, Alcohol, Smoking or Drugs. 
 

All participants are expected to maintain their rooms (or tents) in a reasonable state and tidy their clothing 
into storage space or kit bags and leave it as they found it. Room will be inspected periodically. 
 

Explorers are expected to change their clothing each day and use the washing and shower facilities.  
 

There will be times for lights out and silence at night. After this time Explorers must stay in their allocated 
rooms / tents and remain silent. ANY damage incurred by Youth members due to their misbehaving will be 
the financial responsibility of their parents. 
 

All members should respect each other and their personal space. Any Youth Member who breaches the 
Code of Conduct risks missing out on activities. Severe misconduct will result in Youth Members not being 
able to take part in future trips / camps (not just International trips) or even being sent home. Parents may 
need to arrange for collection of their child with any costs incurred. 
 

Your UK scarf is to be always worn during the Expedition and only removed when a leader has given 
permission, such as to take part in an activity.  
 

All members are entitled to enjoy their time away, we will 
therefore not tolerate any form of bullying – such as Physical, 
Verbal, Aggression, Cyber, Mental, or Sexual.  
 


 

 


